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*Have lunch number
ready
*Take
care of lunch money or
account issues prior to
lunch
*Use good table manners
*Go directly to assigned
area
*Eat your own food
*Keep hands and feet to
yourself
*Use appropriate language
and volume
*Treat cafeteria workers
nice & comply w/request
*Ask teachers' permission
to leave table

*Remember riding the bus is a
privilege, not a right!
*Sit in designated seats
*Keep hands & feet out of the
aisle

*Attend school every day
*Actively participate everyday
*Be on time (punctual)
*Be prepared for learning
*Complete & submit assignments
on time everyday

*Move to destination
*Walk to the right
*Stay in designated areas
between classes

*Bring all items to dress out
*Dress out for gym
*Follow expectations of PE
department

*Keep it clean
*Remember to flush
*Report shortages of
supplies
*Wash hands

*Listen while others are speaking
*Treat others the way you expect
to be treated
*Use appropriate language at all
times
*Listen & consider other people's
viewpoints
*Comply with teacher's request
*Be patient with yourself & others

*Keep hands and feet to
self
*Stay in your personal
space
*Respect others personal
space
*Refrain from gossip and
negative comments
*Comply with all adults in
the building

*Give others their privacy
*Refrain from touching
others property
*Treat all students with
kindness and respect

*Use appropriate language
and volume
*Give others privacy
*Report inappropriate
behavior or activities
*Report vandalism or
messes

*Complete your own work
*Share responsibilities
*Follow dress code policy
*Report any bullying
*Take responsibility for your
actions
*Refrain from using cell phone

*Do the right thing even
when no one is watching
*Report bullying
*Report vandalism
*Use only your locker
*Refrain from using cell
phone

*Report any inappropriate
behaviors
*Clean up after yourself
*Turn in lost items or
money
*Refrain from using cell
phone

*Report bullying
*Report to class in a timely
manner
*Use only as needed
*Clean up after self
*Flush toilet/Wash hands
*Refrain from using cell
phone

*Pay for all items taken
from café
*Maintain proper space in
line
*Maintain behavior in line
& at tables
*Stay in assigned area

*Take responsibility for your
words and your actions
*Report inappropriate
activities
*Report vandalism
*Report bullying
*Turn in found items

*Purpose to accomplish all goals
*Tell the truth regardless of
consequence
*Give 100% effort in all that you
do

*Walk with a purpose
*Stay to the right of the hall

*Dress out and be in place
for PE
*Engage in games and
activities
*Listen and comply with all
directions

*Use for intended purposes
*Refrain from horseplay or
fighting

*Refrain from
skipping/wait your turn in
line
*Eat in a timely manner
*Help keep Bobcat café
clean

*Follow bus rules to keep bus
ride safe
*Remain seated
*Use appropriate language

*Strive to follow rules and
expectations all the time
*Strive to perform on a higher
level
*Be a helper to students and
adults
*Be a positive example and lead
others

*Be compassionate of
others
*Manage time to take care
of needs between classes

*Participate in all activities
*Encourage others to
participate
*Partner up with someone to
help them finish a task

*Manage time to use before
school and in between
classes

*Follow all rules
*Be a helper
*Lead by example

*Model expected behavior on
bus at all times
*Encourage others to comply
with rules

*Follow bus rules
*Listen to the bus driver
*Use appropriate language
and volume
*Keep hands and feet to self

To show my Bobcat P.R.I.D.E., I will be
Prepared, show Respect, demonstrate Integrity and show that I am Determined to Evolve
08/19/2016 SP
into the best student I can be!

